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C. RIEHM

K Non-dyadic
We begin with a well known lemma, valid for an arbitrary field of
characteristic 0.
Lemma.

Let K0

be a subfield

S(K)
where

K

0 S(K0)

of K which contains

Qc

n K. Then

K ® S(K0)

denotes the subgroup
by extension of scalars.

of B(K)

obtained from

S(K0)

Proof See Prop. 4.6 in [Y] ; a proof of a more general result can be
found in [M]. Since the proof is short, we give it here. We can assume
Qc n K. Let ß g S(K) and let A be a Schur algebra in ß, i.e. a
K0
ß.
simple component of some group algebra KG with Brauer class \_A~]
Then A is also a direct summand of K 0 A0 for some simple component
A0 of K0G. But the center of A0 is a sub-cyclotomic extension of K0
(see exercise 9.15, [I], e.g.), so is
K0 since it is also contained in K.
Thus [T0] g S(K0) and A
K 0 A0. It follows that S(K) ÇK0 S(K0)
and the reverse inclusion is obvious.
This lemma allows us to assume, from now on, that K is a subcyclotomic extension of Qp, i.e. a (finite) abelian extension of Qp.
We shall denote the group of roots of unity of a field L by p(L).
The subgroup of roots of unity of order a power of p, resp. of order
relatively prime to p, is denoted by p(L)p resp. jjfL)p>. The group of all
roots of unity, i.e. p(Qp, will be denoted by p, with p2 and P2' having
the obvious meanings.
Assume now that p is odd. Since p(Qp) is
Z/p — 1, the root of unity
theorem of Benard and Schacher (Th. 6.1, [Y]) and the fact that B(Qp)
Z/p—1. (In fact this map is an
Q/Z (see [S], e.g.) imply that S(Qp)
isomorphism). By the theory of central simple algebras over a local field,
we can identify B(K) with H2(^(Qcp/K% (Qp)*), (which we also denote by
H2(Qcp/K)). By the Brauer-Witt theorem (Cor. 3.11, [Y]), S(K) is thereby
identified with the image of the canonical map

H2{^(Qcp/K\ p)

H2{mcP/n (Qp*),

(p

p(QP),

which we denote by H2(Qp/K). The (cohomological) corestriction map
B(K) -> B(QP) carries S(K) into S(QP) since, on the cocycle level, it takes a
to a cocycle whose values are products of the values of
cocycle
(see [W], e.g.). Furthermore the corestriction is injective in this case

/

/
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finite — in fact it is a subgroup of Z/p—1.
We may therefore choose a primitive mth root of unity sw so that
(p. 175,

[S]) and

so S(K) is

H2(Qp.

S(K)

We may also assume that p m, i.e. that ep e Qp(sm).
We now show that Qp(em) can be replaced by a field L so that L/K
is cyclic and totally tamely ramified. First of all, by Lemma 4.1, [Y],
we can assume that Qp(sm) is the (disjoint) compositum UV of an unramified
extension UjK and a totally ramified extension V/K. Since the order of
S(K) is relatively prime to p, S(K) is the image H2(Qp(£m)/K)' of the canonical
|

map

H2{$(Qp(sm)/K),
Since

UV/V

KQ^eJ),.)

is unramified, Nuv/v(p(UV)p')

inflation-restriction sequence

(see

Lemme

H2{$(V/K\ p{V)pf)

->

1,

-

H2{Qp(em)/K).
[i(V)p>, and

[F]) that

it follows from

the

the inflation

H2{$(UV/K\ p(UV)p,)

is an

isomorphism (since UV/V cyclic implies that H2fê(UV/V\ \i(UV)p>)
1). Thus S{K)
H0(&{UV/V), jx{UV)p)
H2(V/K)\ Let L/K be the
tamely ramified part of V/K. Since the p' roots of unity in a local field
are the same as the non-zero elements in the residue class field, \i{V)

of

p.

Once

and so Nv/L(p(V)p>)
\x(L)p, because (V:L) is a power
again the inflation-restriction sequence shows that S{K)

H2c{L/K)'.

Consider now the cup product pairing
(1)

-

:

<&(L/K) x

H\L/K)

K*/Nl/kL*

for example pp. 139-140, [C-F]. It is known that there is a "canonical
class" uL/K in H2(L/K) with the property that the
map a i— a w uLjK is
an isomorphism W(L/K) -> K*/Nl/kL*. It follows that if a is a generator of
^(L/K), the map
See

a ~ H2(L/K)
:

^ K*/Nl/kL*

is also an

isomorphism. We wish to identify the image of H2(L/K)' under
this map. The cohomology class
of the cocycle
has image
mod
n/(t, o)
NlikL* (Lemme 4, p. 186, [S]). Since
is cyclic with

/

[/]

generator cr, every cohomology class with coefficients in an arbitrary
%(L/K)-module is represented Aby a cocycle of the form

/
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f(&,

if
if

1

<Jj)

a

iT
i

j< d

+j ^

d

^(L/K) |, 0 ^ i, j < d, and a is an arbitrary element of A^(L,KK
If A L*, it follows that a class in H2{L/K) is in H2(L/K)' iff it contains
such an
with a e jjl(K)p> Since it is clear that a ^ [/]
a mod Nl/kL*,
Here à

|

/

we see that the image of

H2(L/K)'

is

\x(K)p>Nl/kL^/Nl/kL*
But it is easy to
isomorphism

see

—

\x(K)p>/\i(K)p>

that j4K)P< n NLjKL*
S(X)

-

n Nl/kL*

NL/x|j.(L)p, so we have an

vl(K)p>/Nl/k[I(L)p,

depending only on the choice of cr.
We now show that the norm residue symbol

,Ql/K):K* ^mcP/K)

vK

induces an isomorphism of \i(K)p>/NLjK\i(L)pl onto tor ^(Q p/K).
that the image of ji(K)p> is contained in tor ^(Q Cp/K). Let v
The diagram

It

is clear

Qp/Qp).

K*^5
&(Q

NK/q„

I
Q*

I

z

incl.

mcP/QP)

commutative (Prop. 10, ch. XIII, [S]). Recall now that 8p e Qp(8m). It
follows that the tame ramification index of L/Qp is p— 1. Therefore if L'/Qp
is the maximal unramified subextension of L/Qp, then (L : L') is a p-power
p(L')p. and
multiple of p-L Since p(L)p.
p(Qp)p.
Z/p-1,
the kernel k of the restriction of NK/Qp to \i(K)p> is ç Nl/k\l(L)p> On the
other hand if one factors NK/Qp through the tame and unramified closures
where e
of Qp in K, one sees that NL/K on \i(K)p> is e i—> ee{jP'f ~
and
are resp. the ramification and inertial indices of K/Qp. It follows that
k
Nl/k\i(L)p> which is equal to ker vK piK)pi since v is injective.
Now v maps the torsion subgroup jjl(Qp)
Z/p—l of Q* onto the torsion
subgroup of ^(Qp/Qp). Furthermore an element ae Q* is mapped into
y(Qcp/K) iff a e NK/QpK*. It follows at once that v maps NKJQp\i(K)p>
isomorphically onto tor &(Qcp/K). This proves our main theorem in the case p
is

/

|

odd.
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K Dyadic
be very nice to have a unified proof for the dyadic and
non-dyadic cases along the lines of the one above for the non-dyadic case.

It would

However that would require a "deflation" H2(V/K)
H2{L/K) to some cyclic
extension L/K in order that the cup product pairing (1) be non-degenerate
on both sides. U. Jannsen has shown that this is impossible in general.
Since H2(LJK)
H2(L2/K) (when inflated to a common extension) if
(L1 : K)
(L2: K), one can try to replace the cyclotomic extension V/K
by a some cyclic but possibly non-cyclotomic extension to achieve nondegeneracy. This is done, however, at the expense of losing the identification
of S(K) as the subgroup of cyclotomic cocycles. This is essentially what is
done in the second half of the following proof.
Since p(Q2)
± 1, it follows (as in the non-dyadic case) that S(K) is 1
or +1. Thus to prove the theorem it suffices to show that
(2)

# 1o-1g^(Qyx).

S(K)

Before beginning we recall a few facts about Galois groups of Q
2. Let sm
be a primitive mth root of unity and write m — 2nm' where m! is odd.
Let be the smallest integer such that m' \2f — 1. Then if n > 2,

/

Zif

S(Q2(eJ/Q2)

x (Z/2")* S Z

x Z/2"~2 x Z/2

Taking lim over m one gets

^(Qz/Qz)

(3)

z

x Z2

X

Z/2.

The topological generator 1 of Z is the Frobenius of the maximal unramified
extension Q2((-i2-J of Q2. The topological generator 1 of Z2 and the generator
1
of Z/2 are the automorphisms of the field Q2(p2) determined
by bhe5 and si-^e"1 resp. for all s e p2 (see e.g. [H], §4, 5). We shall
denote these automorphisms by
ct_ resp.

From (3) we get

a5and

"primary decomposition"

W2/Q2)

(4)

since Z

a

nZp.

Since

^(Q

n

pf 2

Zp x (Z2 x Z2 x Z/2)

C2/K)is

an open subgroup, one can show
that the isomorphism implied in (4) restricts to an isomorphism

n nQl/K)
k,,Zp X Q

pf 2

S Z x Z2

X

Dk
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where CK is a Z2-submodule of finite index in the component Z2 x Z2
x Z/2 of (4), kp is an integer (or a power of p)
to 1 for almost all p,
and Dk is either the trivial group or < a_ 1 >.
We now begin the proof of (2). Suppose first that a_1^^(QC2/K\ i.e.

that ^(Qc2/K)
Z x Z2. It suffices to show that H2fë(Q2/K\ p2) is trivial.
Let Knr be the unramified closure of K in Q2. Then Knr
X(p2') and
Z.
^(Knr/K)
Let Cn denote the cyclic group of order n.
Lemma.

Suppose

for all

1

n

automorphism in

This is

^

operates faithfully on C2h. Then Hn(C2k,C2h)
1
and the non-trivial
except in one case: k
inverts the elements of C2n (i.e. "C2k <tr_ t >").

C2u
1

C2

well-documented fact, although perhaps not exactly in this form
(see e.g. [N], 4.8, or the proof of Lemma 2, [L]). By the Herbrand
theory for the cohomology of cyclic groups (see e.g. [S], ch. VIII, § 4),
1, i.e. that every fixed element is a
it suffices to show that H°(C2k, C2h)
norm. There is generator of C2k which acts by raising the elements of C2h
h — 2 (again [H],
to either the power 52h_k~2, or possibly the power — 5 if /c
§ 4, 5). Then a straightforward calculation leads to the desired result (one
+ 2 ||
(52r—1) for all r ^ 0).
uses the fact that 2r
a

Since

Q2

Knr(ii2\Hn{mC2/Knr\ii2)

lim H\9(LIKw)ML)2)

where L runs over the fields Knr(&2h), and so is trivial by the lemma for
n ^ 1. Thus the inflation-restriction sequence (p. 126, [C-F])
1

-

H2($(KJK),

-,
H2(mc2/K),n2)
vl(KJ2)^
1

is exact whence the inflation is an isomorphism. But ^(Knr/K)
Z has cohomological dimension 1, so H2(g(Knr/K\ p(Knr)2) is 1, hence H2(^(QC2/K\ p2)

(I am grateful to U. Jannsen for the foregoing proof).
We now assume that
e^(Q2/K). This part of the proof is derived
from pp. 540-542 in [J] and pp. 467-468, [L]. (F. Lorenz has asked me to
point out that the proof on pp. 465-466 of the latter paper is incomplete
— one must show that p is the identity on k.)
is also

1

as desired.

Lemma

1.

i£(s4)/iC

is ramified

of degree

2.

Proof. It is clear that the extension is of degree 2. Suppose it is
unramified. Let q be the number of elements in the residue class field of
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f^s^) is left element-wise fixed by

But

K(e4). Then K(s4)

which contradicts the fact that

s4 is

a_1?

not left fixed.

Let h be the smallest integer > 2 such that there is an odd integer m
with the property that L
Q2{^2h sm) contains K. By replacing m by a
suitable multiple, we can suppose that the residue class degree of L/K
»

f(L/K)
^

0 (mod 2h).

of this extension. We shall construct a Schur
class of K using L/K. For this we use the following very useful lemma.
Let G be a finite abelian group, written as the direct sum of cyclic
Let

be the Galois group

subgroups :
G

0

C,

C2

0

0

Cr

where each Q is of order ct with generator af. Let A be a G-module,
written multiplicatively. Define the operators ÀCT. and Na. on A by

aai~\Naia

Aaia
Lemma.

a1 +<* + *?+

- + 41

\
f

be

/(cf1,
)f(cyf,ai)...
|/ r,/|
/(a;.
atj/'irr,,

^

Let

y be a cohomology class in
a normalized cocycle in y. Then the elements

H2(G, A),

/(cr,, a,

and let

ct;)

a/1

rr,)

satisfy the following relations :

[

°'aj
aijaji

1

('//),

1

lAfa/»y
A

f i*j'

a.ajk•
Aajaki • A„kaij

1

(6)

(Uj, k distinct).

Conversely if we have elements a, and atj
A satisfying (6), then
there is a uniquely determined cohomology class
and a
y in H2(G,
normalized cocycle
in y
bearing the relationship
(5 to the at
and atj.

f

Proof. This is just a restatement of the abelian case of
Theorem 22, in terms of cocycles. See also [Y], pp. 15-19.

[Z], III,

§ 8,

We now apply this to the situation at hand:
<3 and
p(L)2
First
all
of
s21.
<
>.
we note that the restriction cr, of ct. 1 to L is
a non-trivial element of
and that the minimality of h implies that
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K(s4,

ej

K(s2h,

L (see e.g. Lemma 3.3, [J]).

sm)

Since K(e4)/K is ramified

and K(sm) is unramified (because m is odd), ^ is the direct product of the
Galois groups <u1 > of L/K(em) and <a2> (say) of L/K(e4) of orders 2
1
and
respectively. We now choose a1
e2h —
a2 and a12
1 and NC2a12
82h1s2h
Then iV01a21
e2h where, if <J2(e2h)
e2h,

/

•

1

s

Since a2(e4)

Claim:
s

+ r -f

s4, we have r
0 (mod 2h).

5

(mod
f
Suppose then
0

1

If

r2

+

+ r/_1

(mod 4).
a2(e2h)

«=

choose

we

s2h,

r

1;

then

211).

that

/
and

an(i write 5 » (rf — l)/(r— 1). Now
1 + 2fca where h
1 + 2k + lai
a is odd. By induction r21
> k ^ 2
r
(at an odd integer) for all i ^ 0, whence the claim.
1. Therefore the above lemma provides
It follows of course that Na2a12
with coefficients in < s2h >. We now consider it to have
a 2-cocycle
is a Schur class in
coefficients in L* and so its cohomology class y
B(K). We shall show that this class is non-trivial, which will finish the
proof of the theorem. This will be effected by showing that y is the inflation
of a non-trivial Brauer class arising from the extension K(em)/K — this latter
class will not arise from a cyclotomic cocycle but this of course does not
cr2(s2h)

/

[/]

matter.
We shall use the crossed-product algebra A
(L/K, /) in order to carry
this out. As a vector space over L it has a basis u\u{ where 0 < i < 2
1
and 0 ^ < /, with u\
u{ and w1w2w]f1w21
e2h. We replace u2
by u'2
nu2 where n — e4(l — e2h). The new parameters are

j

a\

—

u\

—

1

a'12

u1u2u1_1u2_1

1

a'2

u'2f

1 and ACT2u2
1, so N02neK. Since
Na2a'12
By (6), AtT1<22
commute with each other, it follows easily that

A

(K(84)/K,

1)

® (K(8 J/X,

NU2k

and u2

NG2tt)

The first of these crossed-product algebras is clearly split but the second is
not split: n is a prime element of L, so Na2n has order (valuation)
in K(s4) (L/X(84) is unramified), hence order lJ2 in K (K(e4)/K is ramified) ;
but the (non-zero) norms in K from K(em) are exactly the elements whose
order is a multiple of
(since the extension is unramified of degree /).
Thus A is not split, as desired.

f

/

/

